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a b s t r a c t 

Nowadays, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are broadly used to set up distributed monitoring infras- 

tructures in self-healing, self-configuring, and self-managing systems. They are composed by many ele- 

mentary devices (or motes) equipped with basic sensing, computing, and communications capabilities, 

which interact on a collaborative basis to sense a target environment and report collected data to one or 

more sinks. WSNs are expected to be operational for very long periods of time, even if each mote can- 

not bring large energy storage units. Accordingly, Energy Harvesting mechanisms can greatly magnify the 

expected lifetime of WSNs. Over the years, Energy Harvesting-Wireless Sensor Networks (EH-WSN) have 

been thoroughly studied by the scientific and industrial communities to bridge the gap from the vision to 

the reality. A critical facet of EH-WSN lies in the interplay between EH techniques and MAC protocols. In 

fact, while EH technologies feed motes with energy, the MAC layer is responsible for a significant quota of 

spent energy because of message transmission/reception and channel sensing operations. In addition, the 

energy brought by EH technologies is not easily predictable in advance because of time-varying nature: 

this makes the design of the MAC protocol even more challenging. To draw a comprehensive review of 

the state of the art on this subject, the present manuscript first provides a detailed analysis on existing 

energy harvesting systems for WSNs; then it extensively illustrates pros and cons of key MAC protocols 

for EH-WSNs with a special focus on: fundamental techniques, evaluation approaches, and key perfor- 

mance indicators. Finally, it summarizes lessons learned, provides design guidelines for MAC protocols in 

EH-WSNs, and outlooks the impact on Internet of Things. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

A collection of tiny nodes capable of sensing the environment,

erforming simple computations and supporting wireless commu-

ications to accomplish a monitoring task can be referred to as

ireless Sensor Network (WSN). After almost a couple decades

ince their emergence, WSNs have been adopted in almost all pos-

ible areas including but not limited to Smart Homes [1] , Smart

ealthcare Systems [2,3] , Intelligent Transportation Systems [4] ,

isaster Management Systems [5] , and Continuous Video Surveil-

ance Systems [6] . 

Lifetime is the Achilles’ heel of WSNs: in fact, network nodes

also known as motes) are usually battery operated and spend a

emarkable quota of energy to handle wireless communications

rimitives [7] . To avoid a frequent replenishment of batteries, it

s necessary to optimize all the operations running in each single

ote and quite a few approaches have been proposed so far in this
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irection [8–10] . Nevertheless, the experimental evidence demon-

trates that WSN lifetime is never enough [7] . 

The bulk of proposed approaches to optimize the living time

f conventional battery-powered WSNs include but not limited to

nergy-aware MAC protocols (SMAC [11] , BMAC [12] , XMAC [13] ),

outing and data dissemination protocols [14–16] , power aware

torage, duty-cycling strategies [17,18] , adaptive sensing rate [19] ,

iered system architectures [20–22] and redundant placement of

odes [23,24] . 

Energy harvesting (EH) technologies [25–27] can significantly

rolong WSN lifetime by converting solar, wind, vibrational, ther-

al or RF energy into electrical energy. Their disruptive poten-

ial has led to the formulation of the so called Energy Harvesting-

ireless Sensor Networks (EH-WSNs). The effectiveness of EH-

SNs mainly depends on the interplay between EH technologies

nd the protocol stack (as explained in Section 2 ). 

Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol always plays a signifi-

ant role in the design of WSNs as major energy consumption is

ue to the sensing, reception, and transmission process. Accord-

ngly, a special attention has been paid to MAC protocol design
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[28–30] and a wide hierarchy of protocols has been proposed for

WSNs. 

With EH-WSNs, MAC design becomes even more challenging

because the pattern of energy harvested from the environment is

not easily predictable in advance. Although, it can be predicted

up to short or medium time intervals that can be of the order of

microseconds to hours (e.g. harvesting solar vs. RF) depending on

various factors including but not limited to application, topology,

energy harvesting technique and, the environment but, even then,

MAC protocol has to seek the best tradeoff between Quality of Ser-

vice (QoS) and energy efficiency at run time based on the actual

status of motes. The proposals formulated so far (and thoroughly

discussed in Section 4 ) differ to each other with respect to many

features and design principles that deserve an in-depth analysis.

Unfortunately, most of the surveys [28, 31–37] available in litera-

ture describe MAC protocols for plain WSNs but only a couple of

them [38,39] approach EH-WSNs by simply overviewing the func-

tionalities of a very limited number of protocols without providing

the current challenges and tradeoffs for the performance optimiza-

tion. They do not either deal with the pros and cons of specialized

MAC protocols for EH-WSN that are vital for understanding their

limitations. To the best of our knowledge, there is not a single

study available in literature to date correlating the characteristics

of energy harvesting technologies with the performance of special-

ized MAC protocols for EH-WSN because each specialized protocol

may behave differently when employed against different harvest-

ing technologies. 

To bridge this gap, a detailed analysis on the need for special

MAC design ( Section 2 ), energy harvesting technologies ( Section 3 )

and, MAC protocols for EH-WSNs ( Section 4 ) is proposed hereby.

A list of motivations for a special MAC design instigating the need

for special type of protocols is presented in Section 2 . Moreover,

for each technology described in Section 3 , the key implications

on EH-WSNs are discussed. The pros and cons of the protocols

proposed in [73–85] are thoroughly analyzed in Section 4 along

with a general classification taxonomy that highlights their sim-

ilarities and differences based on number of parameters. Some

open issues related to MAC protocols for EH-WSN are discussed

in Section 5 highlighting the challenges and future research op-

portunities. Finally, conclusions and lessons learned are reported

in Section 6 . 

2. Motivation for special MAC protocols targeting EH-WSN 

As the plain MAC protocols are not capable to undertake the

requirements imposed by EH-WSNs, it is inevitable to consider

special MAC protocols customized for EH-WSNs. To gain a thor-

ough understanding of the problems associated with plain proto-

cols, it is significant to understand how plain WSN are different

from EH-WSN and why the plain MAC protocols behave inappro-

priately for EH-WSN. MAC protocols already available in the liter-

ature for non-energy harvesting WSN are intended to prolong the

network lifetime by avoiding the energy exhaustive operations en-

listed in Section 3.2.1 . On the other hand, special MAC protocols

for EH-WSN aim at achieving the best tradeoff between uncertain

energy conditions and longer network life with optimum perfor-

mance. There are multiple factors that instigate the need for a spe-

cial type of MAC protocol intended for EH-WSN presented through-

out this section. 

2.1. Design principle 

There exists a fundamental difference in the design principle of

EH-WSN with respect to battery-operated WSN as the later were

developed with the intention to achieve longer life times. Con-

trarily, energy harvesting paradigm relaxes the power constraints
aced by battery-operated WSNs and the focus of EH-WSN is rather

o improve the network performance (i.e. throughput, delay, inter-

rrival time etc.) operating in a sustainable energy state. Hence, the

esign principle differentiates the need for a special MAC protocol

hat should be designed keeping in view the performance require-

ents (i.e. targeting QoS improvement instead of longer lifetime)

f EH-WSN. 

.2. Adaptive duty-cycle 

The individual nodes in plain WSN usually undergo a common

uty cycle because of the obvious energy availability as they are

quipped with a battery, gradually goes on decreasing with time.

nstead in EH-WSN, the actual amount of energy at hand at any

iven instance is not straight forward due to certain environmen-

al limitations of harvesting mechanisms. Hence, the MAC protocol

esign for EH-WSN demands for an adaptive duty-cycle of individ-

al nodes as compared to a system wide common duty-cycle based

n their individual energy availability at hand. This special kind of

AC protocol would enable the low energy nodes to manage their

perations (switching between sleep and wake-up mode) indepen-

ent of the global system inducing flexibility of operation. 

.3. Harvesting capabilities 

Unlike plain WSN, end-nodes in EH-WSN are equipped with

arvesters that enable them to scavenge some amount of energy

rom the environment. On one hand, it helps these nodes to con-

inue their ongoing operations but, on the other hand, it may be

hallenging for the nodes because the harvesting capabilities are

ot the same for all the nodes in an EH-WSN. This variation may

e due to several factors including harvesting mechanism, time,

nvironment or the precise position of the harvester. For example,

he amount of energy harvested by a node equipped with solar

ells positioned in direct sun radiations would be different com-

ared to the node coincidently placed in a shadowed area. The

pecial MAC protocol should be designed to smartly compensate

he lower energy nodes making available the surplus energy har-

ested by the nodes with higher capabilities. 

.4. ENO-MAX state 

Energy Neutral Operation (ENO) mode of a node ensures that

onsumed energy is always lesser or equal to the amount of har-

ested energy for a node. A node refers to the ENO-MAX state

hen it is able to achieve ENO mode yielding the maximum level

f performance. Unlike simple MAC protocols, the special proto-

ols for EH-WSN are designed to support a node towards achieving

NO- MAX state. As the level of energy availability varies for differ-

nt nodes belonging to EH-WSN, it is extremely important to tune

he existing MAC protocols with respect to the instant energy level

f individual nodes towards achieving performance optimization. 

.5. Energy characteristics 

It is important to note that WSN exhibit very different energy

haracteristics as compared to EH-WSN. The energy level in bat-

ery operated-WSN reduces with time and they are continuously

perational until zero energy level. Contrarily, nodes belonging to

H-WSN usually consume higher energy (in their routine opera-

ions) than they can harvest in certain periods of time. Hence, a

ertain level of energy accumulation is recommended using the

torage before starting with the normal operation of EH-WSN. This

haracteristic behavior offers (theoretically) unlimited amount of

nergy to EH-WSN that makes them suitable for many energy in-

ensive applications [5,6] demanding extended battery life-time. It
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Table 1 

Comparison of maximum power density from energy harvesting technologies. 

Harvesting method Power density References 

Solar energy—outdoors 15 mW/cm 

3 - bright sunny day [43] 

0.15 mW/cm 

3 -cloudy day 

Solar energy—indoors 6 μW/cm 

3 [44] 

Vibrations (piezoelectric—shoe inserts) 330 μW/cm 

3 -105 Hz [45–47] 

Vibrations (electrostatic conversion) 184 μW/cm 

3 -10 Hz 

Vibrations (electromagnetic conversion) 0.21 mW/cm 

3 -12 Hz 

Thermoelectric (5–20 °C gradient) 40 μW −10 mW/cm 

3 [48] 

Magnetic field energy 130 μW/cm 

3 -200 μT, 60 Hz [49] 

Wind energy 65.2 μW/cm 

3 -5 m/s [50] 

Ambient RF Energy 0.08 nW-1 μW/cm 

3 [51] 
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s inevitable for the designers to incorporate these dynamics to the

pecial MAC protocols for EH-WSN. 

.6. Variable charging profiles 

MAC protocol plays its part in achieving optimal, fair and,

imely monitoring achieved by the coordination of sensor nodes

hat requires the nodes to stay awake as maximum as possible.

s discussed above, the charging time for all the nodes varies de-

ending on the environment, time and type of the harvester. The

odes go asleep while they charge enough battery to accomplish

heir ongoing operations. It puts another constraint towards tra-

itional MAC design that directly influence the performance met-

ics. Hence, this new set of MAC design considerations for EH-WSN

ets them apart from the plain WSN and special MAC protocols

or EH-WSN (described throughout the next Section) are based on

he new design constraints imposed by energy harvesting architec-

ures. 

. Research on energy harvesting 

This section discusses about different type of energy scavenging

echanisms specifically used for WSNs along with system archi-

ecture and design alternatives for EH-WSNs. 

.1. Energy harvesting mechanisms 

The concept of renewable energy dates back to centuries and

t has been the most widely used way of energy transformation

efore the invention of coal. Many natural energy sources have

een known till date [40,41] but the mechanisms of energy scav-

nging and storing are still a challenge in some cases. These days,

he most common sources of ambient energy harvesting are solar,

hermal, wind and, water that transform different forms of ener-

ies to electrical energy. Unfortunately, energy harvesting for low

ower devices (like in WSNs) is challenging because of the size

ompatibility of harvesting devices with the small motes. Design-

ng the circuits for energy harvesting devices is fairly complex task

ecause of being highly dependent on the type of energy source,

nergy storage devices, power management capabilities, protocols

sed, and underlying application’s requirements. Solar, vibrational,

lectromagnetic, thermal, wind and, RF energy sources are the

ew known ways of ambient harvesting from the environment for

SNs where the research effort s [42] have been extended with

pecial emphasis as shown in Fig. 1 . 

Table 1 presents a clear comparison of maximum power density

ossible from each kind of energy harvesting technologies. 

.1.1. Solar 

The solar power sources are the most widely used ambient en-

rgy sources [42] due to their readily available and consistent en-
rgy scavenging capabilities in the light hours with a mere dis-

dvantage of non-availability of their operation in night times or

ad weather conditions. This kind of harvesting mechanisms usu-

lly employ a single or double level storage capacity (e.g. battery

r super-capacitor) for ongoing operations even in the absence of

arvesting hours. The circuit designed for this kind of source con-

erts light energy into an electric current. Research effort s have

een spent [52] for supporting WSNs because the classic solar sys-

ems were not designed to cope with modern challenges of WSNs.

o prevent the energy wastage during the transfer from harvester

o sensor, Maximum Power Point Tracker (MPPT), a tracker circuit

53] has been proposed to effectively transform the newly har-

ested energy with minimal power loss. 

.1.2. Vibrational 

Vibrational or mechanical source [42] of ambient energy har-

esting is due to the motion of certain objects according to Fara-

ay’s law of electromagnetic induction that may sometimes be re-

erred to as kinetic energy. This source of scavenging the energy

s being deployed growingly by many advanced WSNs applications

anging from button press [54] to the shoe sensor [55] . The latter

s fed by harvested energy due to the force exerted by human walk

hich serves various types of WSN applications fulfilling the en-

rgy needs of a certain sized information packet. Similarly, a traffic

ensor [56] becomes operational for a reading due to the amount

f energy produced when a vehicle passes through that sensor.

he results show that the amount of energy acquired from these

ources is sufficient enough keeping in view the needs of applica-

ions requiring seldom operation. 

.1.3. Electromagnetic 

This is another type of harvested energy by different frequency

adio signals when a node is exposed to electromagnetic field. A

ufficient amount of energy can be obtained by the use of induc-

ors to feed various types of WSN applications [42] . According to

entzeris et al. [57] , there are various electromagnetic energy scav-

nging sources around us in this universe but humans are unable

o get into them. Furthermore, such kind of sources have been

xplored using ultra-wideband antenna to achieve higher power

ains. It is believed that this technique may open up new horizon

or the researchers working in this particular area [57] . 

.1.4. Thermoelectric 

Due to the potential difference or gradients of temperature be-

ween two poles of the same material, thermoelectric harvesting

s made possible that is pretty common in a variety of prospective

pplications these days [42] . For example, the temperature read-

ng of a human body and the environment around it because the

ind of devices having direct contact with body may harvest an

mount of energy using Thermogenerators [58] . The design of such

icro-structured devices has been proposed [59] to cater the en-

rgy demand of communication and embedded applications. These
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Fig. 1. Few known sources of harvesting energy available in the environment from [42] . 
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devices may be able to last for relatively longer than vibrational

devices because of lesser movements of objects. 

3.1.5. Wind 

This form of energy harvesting has always been challenging in

WSNs due to the size incompatibility of wind turbines with regard

to sensor applications [42] that adds yet another constraint in the

deployment of this technology in WSNs. The focus of the work in

this area has been on the large-scale energy harvesting and only

few research articles consider it for small scale harvesting appli-

cations [60–63] . The major flaw associated with wind energy is

unreliability due to the non-constant and unpredictable behavior

of wind hence it is unable to harvest the equal amount of energy

all the times. Moreover, it might suffer electrical noise due to the

movement in the mechanical part of turbines. 

3.1.6. Ambient RF energy 

Although, this kind of energy scavenging exhibits very low

power density but it can be harvested with full potential em-

ploying high gain antennas. Ambient RF sources keep on increas-

ing with the great expansion of broadcasting infrastructure hence,

it has become a valuable source of energy available almost ev-

ery hour throughout the day. The higher power densities can be

achieved especially in the urban areas and within the closed prox-

imity of radio sources (e.g. Base Stations or Broadcasting Towers)

[51] . It provides the most appropriate way to recharge the sensor

nodes deployed at a location (e.g. Home Automation or Structural

Health Monitoring applications) where it is difficult to substitute

the batteries frequently. The distance between the power source

and the harvester can significantly affect the efficiency of the to-

tal power output. Similarly, non-line of sight sources, power out-

put from RF source, path loss, shadowing, fading and, RF-DC con-
ersion efficiency are also some major downsides of this kind of

echniques [51] . 

.2. Energy harvesting architecture 

Energy harvesting architecture can be referred as the combina-

ion through which various components in an energy harvesting

ystem may combine and interact together to achieve an optimal

erformance level. Before going into the details of possible com-

inations and their corresponding interactions, it is important to

ave a look at the entities involved in an EH-WSN system. Fig. 2

hows the overall architecture depicting various components of the

nergy harvesting system and their interactions. Energy harvesting

rchitecture can be seen as the combination of three fundamental

omponents; Load, harvesting source and, harvesting system. The

rief details on each of the components is presented in this sub-

ection covering basic operations and how these components in-

eract with each other to achieve optimum performance level. 

.2.1. Load 

It can be seen as an energy consuming process in the system

uch as a sensor node in the WSN. A node generally consumes en-

rgy in the following activities [64] : 

√ 

Sensing (when a shared medium is used, the sender senses the

channel before transmitting to reduce the probability of gener-

ating a collision) √ 

Contention (when multiple nodes simultaneously have data to

transmit on the shared medium, a contention stage is entered

to limit the impact of collisions) √ 

Transmission (Similarly, after the successful contention, nodes

undergo actual transmission of data to their intended nodes) √ 

Collision (e.g., Hidden or Exposed Terminal Problem) √ 

Idle Listening (Listening the channel with no packet) 
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Fig. 2. Energy harvesting architecture. 
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√ 

Overhearing (Receiving unintended messages) √ 

Control Packet Overhead (Control message or extra payload

fields) √ 

Over Emitting (Sending while receiver is not ready) 

We may significantly reduce the amount of energy consumed

y the load by adopting especially tuned MAC protocols (as thor-

ughly discussed in Section 4 ). 

.2.2. Source 

Source can be seen as any harvesting technology being used

uch as solar, wind, vibrational or thermal or other alike technolo-

ies capable of extracting ambient energy from the natural sources.

he amount of harvested energy at the source side plays a vital

art in the overall system design because it can exhibit unpre-

ictable and time-varying dynamics that strongly affect the life-

ime of a WSN. The literature [40,41,65,66] clearly emphasizes that

o single source can be sufficiently enough for all kinds of applica-

ions in WSNs. Accordingly, the characteristics of WSN applications

eed to be in the exact accordance with the type of harvesting

echnology being used. 

.2.3. Harvesting system 

This is the most crucial and significant part of the architecture.

t serves as a mediator between the source and load, keeping in

iew energy consumption/generation profiles and application re-

uirements. As inbound and outbound energy flows cannot be de-

erministically known in advance, the harvesting system should be

esigned based on worst case conditions. It can also be seen as

n energy management module that stores excessive energy when

he inbound flow is larger than the outbound one to face under-

rovisioning periods. It is also capable of tuning the load profiles

e.g., altering the data rate) to achieve optimal performance level.

n distributed system paradigms, it plays a crucial role where all

he individual nodes may have different sources of energy and lo-

ally oversee their needs. Here, energy saved at one node may play

n important role to make the other nodes operational when they

re out of their local energy hence to make the overall architecture

s robust as possible. 

Power management aspect is as important in EH-WSNs as the

arvesting process itself because the ultimate goal is to come up

ith a best tradeoff between performance and life time. In con-

entional power control mechanisms, the primary design consider-

tion was to extend the battery lifetime as maximum as possible.

n EH-WSNs, instead, the key design goal has turned out to be per-

ormance as a whole rather than battery conservation only. In this
ontext, the prediction policy for future energy availability is the

ey to optimum decision making process and it is required at var-

ous stages of the operational system [67] . 

A similar predictive approach has also been proposed in

68] emphasizing that quick learning of the adoptive energy envi-

onment and energy sources can be exploited efficiently using the

lready collected information. Further contributions in [69,70] also

rgue the adoption of power management with an ultimate goal of

chieving optimal performance of WSNs without the consideration

f only battery life. 

Power management module in harvesting system widely plays

ts part in achieving Energy Neutral Operation (ENO). It refers to

 situation of an EH-WSN where the rate of energy scavenging is

lways greater or equal to the amount of energy being consumed

r it satisfies the underlying consumption profile [69] . It can also

e regarded as when the amount of harvested energy on source

s always greater than the amount of consumed energy by a load

hen the system is said to be in ENO. ENO is the foremost objective

o be achieved by today’s WSNs that lets the designers to further

ove onto the performance maximization in the next stage. This

ind of systems may have various distributed components bearing

heir own set of harvesting sources where the entire performance

oes not depend on the local profiles of available energy but it is

lways regarded as how this energy is used to ensure an optimal

etwork wide performance. 

.3. Harvesting design alternatives 

We argue that harvesting system design is equally important

s MAC Protocol design because it is nearly impossible to come

p with a desired performance level considering only one of them.

ig. 3 classifies different design alternatives that will be further ex-

lored within this sub-section. A comparison of different features

elated to the energy harvesting systems for these design alterna-

ives are presented above in Table 2 . 

.3.1. Store-consume alternative 

This is the conventional architectural style existed in WSNs as

hown in Fig. 3 (a) where small sensor nodes are equipped with a

ompatible sized battery storage containing a sufficient amount of

nergy required to keep the node operational for as long as pos-

ible keeping in view the type and energy demand of underly-

ng application. The focus in this kind of scenarios is prolonging

he lifetime by optimizing the protocol stack: clearly delays and

hroughput can be impaired in order to save energy and prolong
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Fig. 3. Energy supply alternatives for wireless sensor networks. 

Table 2 

Comparison of features for possible design alternatives of WSN. 

Sr. no. Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 

Main candidates \ 
Characteristics 

Store-consume WSNs [17-30] Harvest-store-consume WSNs [31-37] Harvest-consume WSNs [54-56] 

Design flexibility A tradeoff between Latency 

and Throughput for longer 

network lifetime 

Achievable long lifetime by backing up the battery 

power with energy harvesting and energy 

management techniques 

Due to the availability of renewable energy, no 

threat to lifetime and it is possible to achieve 

optimal throughput with suitable delays by 

applying some techniques 

Energy prediction Sleep and wakeup schedules 

can precisely be predicted 

Sleep and wakeup schedules are predictable 

depending upon the future energy availability 

prediction 

Sleep and wakeup schedules are not easier to 

predict because of uncertainty of future energy 

availability 

Energy model Energy Model is well 

understood 

Energy model can be predicted to accuracy 

controlling some aspects 

Energy model highly depends upon the EH rate 

across time, space as well as type of harvesting 

source. 

Protocol design 

challenge 

Protocol may perform well 

within the lifetime 

constraints 

Protocols can exhibit adequate performance being 

parameter specific, not in general 

Protocol can be environment specific because of 

high variations and unpredictability in the 

context 
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the WSN lifetime. For example, sensors belonging to a fire detec-

tion system deployed in a forest are usually equipped with a small

storage buffer aimed at prolonging the life time as best as possible.

3.3.2. Harvest-store-consume alternative 

Adding up the harvesting system leads to a set of complexities

and tradeoffs in addition to the major advantage of energy scav-

enging mechanism as shown in Fig. 3 (b). Energy harvesting sensor

nodes with a storage technology exploit the advantage of poten-

tially unlimited amount of energy availability where the focus can

fearlessly be turned towards the performance parameters of the

system instead of energy hence the tradeoff between energy and

performance is a bit relaxed in these WSNs. Although harvesting

system imposes the challenge of energy uncertainty at a particular

time T due to the random energy arrivals but a range of protocols

has been proposed [66,68] to achieve predictable sleep and wake-

up schedules of communicating nodes to cope with this problem

up to some extent. 

The interplay of power management and topology control

strategies seems relevant in EH-WSNs. In fact, if a sufficient

amount of energy is not available to a particular mote to be op-

erational, it would eventually turn to sleep mode to harvest some

amount of energy for future operations. Generally speaking, several
odes may at a time be switched between sleep and active (wake-

p) modes simultaneously that would cause a frequent topological

ariation. This alteration may impair the performance of the WSN.

ifferent strategies for sleep and wake-up schedules have been an-

lyzed in [71] based on various aspects (such as channel or battery

tate, queue-based and solar radiation-based) keeping in view the

ontext and, a game-theoretical approach to find out optimum pa-

ameters for sleeps and wake-up schedules is also presented [71] . 

The added advantage can be achieved by inducing a global dis-

ributed energy management module that employs more than one

ype of energy harvesting systems and keeps track of the exact

mount of energy utilization on any node at time T and saves the

xtra amount of energy harvested for future needs of the same

ode or to compensate the need for another node when it is en-

rgy deficient. A range of today’s IoT applications (such as smart

ities, smart agriculture as well as smart industries) employ this

ind of alternative where a lot of effort s have been made towards

rolonging the life time of end nodes [31–37] . 

.3.3. Harvest-consume alternative 

Another widely used approach is to have the harvesting sys-

em on the node but newly harvested energy is directly provided

o node for its operations without an intermediary energy stor-
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ge buffer as depicted in Fig. 3 (c). Since energy is directly pro-

ided through renewable sources and there is no storage limita-

ion hence no threat to the lifetime of the system. It lets the de-

igners to focus on achieving the optimal throughput and delays

i.e. performance parameters) relaxing the overhead of energy stor-

ge and management module present in Fig. 3 (b). The main chal-

enge towards this approach is the energy wastage. When the har-

ested energy is greater than the consumed energy, the extra en-

rgy is simply wasted. Contrarily, in case of lesser harvested energy

han the energy required for a node to perform certain action, the

mount of newly harvested energy goes to the wastage due to the

bsence of storage. Here, it becomes difficult to schedule the sleep

nd wake-up intervals for communicating nodes because of unpre-

ictable nature and amount of energy being harvested. 

Energy availability in this kind of scenarios is highly depen-

ent upon the time, environment and the type of harvesting tech-

ologies. Several use-cases in wellbeing monitoring applications

54,55] follow this kind of architecture. For example, the energy

arvested from the pair of shoes during the walk/running can be

tilized to transmit some important readings taken by the tem-

erature, heart beat or blood pressure sensors to the application

erver. Similarly, Energy harvesting from a button press can be fed

o a sensor belonging to smart home applications. 

. Special MAC protocols for energy harvesting-wireless sensor 

etworks 

This section aims at covering the current state of the art of var-

ous MAC protocols present in the literature for energy harvesting-

ireless sensor networks. It focuses on the fundamental design,

everal evaluation methodologies and key performance indicators

onsidered by this set of protocols. Various pros and cons of these

rotocols keeping in view the future design considerations are also

ighlighted. Finally, a comprehensive comparison is drawn among

ll these protocols towards a clear vision of what we have in litera-

ure at the moment and what should be the orientation of possible

uture research in this area. As we have already discussed in previ-

us sections, there is a rich variety of categories for MAC protocols

n general based on various parameters to differentiate one type by

nother, Fig. 4 presents a clear overview of the hierarchy of MAC

rotocols specifically customized for EH-WSNs based on the duty-

ycling techniques and the initiation process. 

It is worth mentioning that synchronous MAC protocols are not

eemed appropriate for EH-WSN because of different duty cycle

equirement for individual sensor nodes caused by variable en-

rgy availability. For example, a sensor node running out of en-

rgy could not be woken back as promised by synchronous sched-

le. Hence, only the asynchronous MAC protocols are considered in

his study for EH-WSN. These MAC protocols for EH-WSN can be

lassified into three main categories with respect to duty-cycling

echniques and the initiation process as in Fig. 4 . 

Moreover, MAC operation becomes critical in EH-WSNs and the

rotocols proposed in this area behave differently in the presence

f each energy harvesting mechanism (discussed in Section 3.1 )

ith respect to different application requirements. For example,

s a constituent of smart home application, a carbon dioxide sen-

or to estimate the crowdedness of space has been developed

72] where the appropriate ventilatory measures (e.g. opening up

he window) are taken in case of suffocation. The prototype is

ased on RTX4100 powered by artificial indoor light bulbs. The

AC operation in this scenario follows a basic duty cycle. Initially,

he process starts by assesssing the energy availability based on

he voltage comparison of storage buffer with the preset threshold.

n case of sufficient energy at hand, it polls out for the reading.

f the reading is significantly different than the previous one and

t is above a particular threshold measurement, it consequently
ransmits that reading to take appropriate actions and goes back

o sleep until next cycle. The study investigates the performance

f prototype in presence of both; a non-energy harvesing (IEEE

02.11) and energy harvesting protocols (On-Demand Medium Ac-

ess Control (ODMAC), discussed later in this section). The study

oncludes that the sustainable energy-efficient operation, with dif-

erent input power levels, is only possible with energy harvesting

AC protocol. 

Most of the protocols presented in Fig. 4 can be seen in the

ategory of receiver initiated protocols because of the following

easons. First, receiver-initiated protocols successfully reduce the

ajor overhead incurred by collision between two senders in a

ender-initiated protocol that causes a significant delay to slower

own the protocol initiation process. Second, receiver-initiated pro-

ocols make the new data exchange possible just after complet-

ng the previous exchange without going into sleep which, on the

ther hand, speeds up the ongoing communication yielding bet-

er performance. The special MAC protocols for EH-WSN are ana-

yzed throughout this Section under the same taxonomy presented

n Fig. 4 . 

Although, majority of protocols discussed throughout the

ection 4 , do not seem to be built on each other but they share

ommon design principles highlighted in classification taxonomy

resented in Fig. 4 . They further aim at achieving the common

haracteristics shown in Table 4 . As per the brief chronological

volution, energy harvesting protocols were initially proposed in

ll three categories shown in Fig. 4 including single-hop proba-

ilistic polling [73] , MTTP [74] , ODMAC [80] and SEHEE-MAC [90] .

hen, Multi-hop probabilistic polling [79] was built on Single-hop

robabilistic polling [73] extending the same concept for multi-

op communication. Then, QAEE-MAC [83] was proposed being the

rst ever EH-MAC protocol targeting QoS. A huge bunch of proto-

ols was customized in the middle era exploiting two right most

echniques in Fig. 4 (e.g. LEB-MAC [81] , ERI-MAC [82] ED-MAC [84] ,

eepSleep [87] , EL-MAC and, RF-MAC [91] ). RF-MAC [91] targeted

he same QoS parameters in addition to achieve energy optimal

peration as compared to QAEE-MAC [83] . Here, ED-MAC [84] em-

loys similar dual filtered scheme like DeepSleep [87] and EL-MAC

89] . Similarly, some protocols have been proposed lately in recent

ouple of years in two most right categories shown in Fig. 4 in-

luding RF-AASP [75] , AH-MAC [76] and, SyWiM [86] where last

wo also support multi-hop communication. 

.1. Sink-initiated asynchronous MAC protocols 

.1.1. Probabilistic polling for single-hop WSNs 

A probabilistic polling approach for single hop WSNs is pre-

ented in [73] where several experiments are set up to empha-

ize that the rate of harvested energy is directly related to many

spects such as time of the day, location of harvester, and the

ource of harvested energy. As discussed in the previous sections,

he abrupt variation in energy arrival rates needs some kind of

daptation in every MAC protocol design for EH-WSNs to handle

he harvesting dynamics. A sink initiated paradigm is presented

n [73] where sink node incorporates harvesting dynamics by an-

ouncing the contention probability i.e., Pc based on the current

nergy levels of nodes while the nodes below this probability will

utomatically be out from the pool of contending nodes and they

ill have to wait for the next polling. Whenever a node is out of

esidual energy, it would not take part in contention switching to

he charging state to harvest enough energy for future operations. 

Pros: 

The contention probability follows Additive Increase Multiplica-

ive Decrease (AIMD) policy for the number of nodes that are cur-

ently in active state. If the sink does not receive any data packet

rom any node in response to polling, it would increase the polling
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Fig. 4. Categorization of MAC protocols for EH-WSNs. 
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probability of next cycle considering that there are not enough

nodes in contention. Conversely, polling probability would be de-

creased if there are collisions within the system. This yields higher

throughput, scalability and fairness and it well handles the colli-

sion situations by probability adjustment leading to the fair source

allocation. 

Cons: 

Although probabilistic polling approach responds appropriately

to dynamic energy harvesting conditions, it may take too long to

converge in a frequently changing environment. In fact, if a bulk

of nodes joining and leaving the system abruptly causes frequent

changes in increasing or decreasing the contention probability then

nodes may either face collisions or may not get the opportunity of

transmitting data due to that probability fluctuation. This causes

latencies and leads to wastage of energy and bandwidth in the

long run. Additionally, this protocol only supports single-hop com-

munication scenarios assuming that next receiving node would be

the intended destination while that is not always the case in EH-

SNs as there may be several relay nodes involved responsible for

onward transmission of the data packet towards intended destina-

tion. 

4.1.2. Multi-Tier probabilistic polling (MTPP) 

Building on the probabilistic polling approach discussed in [73] ,

MTPP [74] is another protocol with the extension towards achiev-

ing multi-hop data delivery that employs a tiered hierarchy model

with a cluster of sensor nodes formed based on the distance from

the sink. Tiers are represented by natural numbers (Tier 1, Tier 2,

Tier 3…) comprising a group of nodes (n1, n2, n3…) in each tier.

Sink is responsible for broadcasting a polling packet to Tier 1 nodes

(the closest ones). One of the nodes from Tier 1 would be cho-

sen to broadcast this packet to the next tier nodes above it and it

would start waiting for the data packet to be received and so on

for the next tiers in hierarchy. An 8-bit tier number is incorporated

within the polling packet. Initially, all the immediate neighbors of

the sink are associated with the Tier 1 and rest of the nodes are
ssigned tier 255 that can be the maximum possible tier number.

he nodes then gradually identify their corresponding tier looking

t the polling packet. 

Pros: 

A fixed polling interval of 33 ms has been used [74] to ensure

he end devices receive the polling packet within an interval when

heir radio is on because it is not feasible for the end devices to

urn on its radio all the times due to a limited amount of energy at

and hence radio control is another significant feature of this pro-

ocol. Moreover, dynamic tier assignment is also one of the novel-

ies of MTPP as end devices sometimes suffer interference offered

y other devices (e.g. based on WiFi) which causes some nodes to

ush them from Tier 1 to Tier 2 due to their inability to listen to

he polling packet remaining in Tier 1. 

Cons: 

The evaluation of MTPP is done on a 2-Tier scale considering

he simplest case but the authors are unsure about the perfor-

ance exhibition on large scale only hoping the effectiveness of

he protocol for dynamic network scenarios. It can be an obvious

act to limit the scenario with as minimum number of tiers as pos-

ible because large number of tiers would eventually affect by in-

urring an overhead of polling packets that may lead to increasing

ollisions within the system causing wastage of significant amount

f energy. 

.1.3. Radio frequency based adaptive, active sleeping period 

RF-AASP) MAC 

RF-AASP [75] presents a technique to dynamically adapt the ac-

ive sleeping period to switch the sensor nodes harvesting more

nergy from the ambient RF energy sources in the environment.

his scheme adapts the active sleeping period depending on mul-

iple factors such as varying traffic loads, residual energy of in-

ividual sensor nodes and, the estimation of RF energy available

rom surrounding. This approach intends to minimize the con-

ention level and maximizes the probability of energy harvesting

hich results not only improving the energy efficiency but also
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he network throughput. The sink node is responsible to estimate

he current traffic conditions by counting the number of incom-

ng packets from an IoT application in current Beacon Interval (BI)

nd compares it with the number of packets in the previous BI to

stimate the actual variation for tuning the QoS parameters. This

ind of schemes usually employ two different antennas at the sen-

or nodes; one for harvesting the required RF energy while the

ther for the actual communication. Power management unit on

ach sensor node is the decision-making entity that finalizes ei-

her the node has to activate antenna 1 to recharge itself through

F energy in the harvesting interval or it has to use antenna 2 to

ransmit the data in the transmission period. 

Pros: 

The foremost concern of RF-AASP protocol is to consider two

mportant aspects of energy efficiency and QoS achievement and it

eeks the best trade-off between them as compared to other pro-

ocols (e.g. QAEE-MAC [83] ) striving to optimize only one of them.

F-AASP presents a comprehensive analytical model for RF energy

arvesting process, energy consumption model and, incoming har-

esting RF energy estimation. This protocol assumes variable traf-

c conditions for tuning the sleeping period which eventually pro-

ides flexibility to the MAC design targeting QoS achievement. 

Cons: 

RF-AASP assumes only a 25 m radios for deploying RF energy

arvesting source (eNodeB) and harvester in their simulation study

75] which does not seem to be a realistic assumption for the eval-

ation of this approach through simulation. The best way to evalu-

te the RF energy harvesting could be to deploy the real test beds

owards a precise estimation. The evaluation comparison of this

rotocol was drawn with another MAC protocol (i.e. ABSD) pro-

osed for non-energy harvesting WSN that may not be justifiable

n this respect. 

.1.4. AH-MAC: adaptive hierarchical MAC protocol for low-rate 

ireless sensor network applications 

Adaptive Hierarchical MAC Protocol [76] is another sink initi-

ted protocol suitable targeting low data rate applications for large

cale wireless sensor networks. AH-MAC is built on Low-Energy

daptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) [77] and IEEE 802.15.4

78] and does its job by exploiting the advantages of each of

hem. AH-MAC considers only a fraction of end nodes (only clus-

er heads) equipped with energy harvesting circuit while rest of

he nodes in the network are kept battery operated. Consequently,

H-MAC shifts most of the network activities to cluster heads leav-

ng the rest of the nodes with minimal job aiming to prolong the

ifetime of nodes in the presence of battery-supported operations.

H-MAC follows hierarchical routing with sink being the grandpar-

nt and all other nodes are further divided into cluster heads and

ollowers. Initially, the sink starts sending its beacon at the start

f its frame and stays alive until the active period has elapsed. It

hen goes back to sleep until the start of the next slot and the first

hild cluster head starts sending its beacon in the second slot. Sim-

larly, the second child cluster head sends its beacon in the third

lot and so on. Thanks to this mechanism, only one cluster is active

t a time and all other are sleeping that prevents cluster interfer-

nce. Every cluster head has to wake twice during a frame; first

uring the slot of its parent to stay synched with parent and up-

oad its data and, second in its own slot to send the beacon and

et its followers upload their data. 

Pros: 

As AH-MAC well exploits the many of the advantages of

02.4.15 [78] , it is capable to outperforms conventional LEACH pro-

ocol in terms of energy efficiency and delivery ratio when con-

idering low data rate use-cases. Unlike LEACH where the node is

ctive throughout the whole frame, the active time in AH-MAC is
imited to only one slot as compared to conventional LEACH which

esults in saving a reasonable amount of energy. 

Cons: 

This approach successfully reduces the energy consumption of

odes on the cost of increased energy consumption of cluster

eads which are assumed to be connected with unlimited energy

arvesting source while this assumption seems to be unrealistic

ecause each energy harvesting source may have its own limita-

ion and cannot be seen as source of unlimited energy at any given

ime. Secondly, in case of a cluster head failure in this kind of ap-

roaches, the election for a new cluster head can appear to be a

ottleneck because the followers would not be able to upload their

ata even if they have enough energy unless a new cluster head

as been chosen that would lead to wastage of useful resources

long with incurring delays within clusters. 

.2. Receiver-initiated asynchronous MAC protocols 

.2.1. EH-MAC probabilistic polling for multi-hop WSNs 

An enhanced version [79] of the probabilistic polling technique

iscussed above [73] was also proposed from the same authors for

ulti-hop communication scenarios common in EH-WSNs. Another

olution formulated for the same problem has been presented in

his protocol emphasizing on the idea of the number of neigh-

ors currently active for contention probability adjustment. All the

odes taking part in the contention wait for a random time be-

ween 0 and t max and try sending the polling packets only if they

ense an idle channel. The polling probability P c is included in the

ackets that plays its role in deciding which nodes are eligible for

ransmission in that specific cycle. A new probability adjustment

echnique Estimated Number of Active Neighbors (ENAN) is em-

loyed in addition to AIMD in this protocol. Contention probability

n this protocol can also be seen as inversely proportional to the

umber of active neighbors. Moreover, the receiver decreases con-

ention probability where a collision occurs assuming that there

re more estimated number of active neighbors than the system

s expecting. Similarly, the value of contention probability tends to

ncrease where nodes encounter an empty slot and no one takes

art in contention for transmission. 

Pros: 

This protocol exhibits improved throughput and latency just

ike its first version for single hop WSNs and is pretty scalable for

raffic loads, energy scavenging rates and various density levels of

etwork. On the top of it, EH-MAC enjoys an added advantage of

mploying ENAN approach for contention probability adjustment

n addition to AIMD that offers more control as compared to other

uty-cycle tuning schemes. 

Cons: 

Due to the lower contention probabilities, it is more likely for

he nodes to wait for longer period of time before getting their

rst opportunity to transmit in higher network densities. It is even

orse in multi-hop scenarios where nodes have to wait for longer

ecause of each intermediary relaying node towards destination

hich causes a greater end-to-end delay within network. In ad-

ition to the problem of inefficient convergence with frequently

hanging topologies, it also suffers in terms of energy, bandwidth

nd time wastage in case of no or corrupted response. 

.2.2. On-demand medium access control (ODMAC) 

ODMAC [80] is a prominent MAC protocol for EH-WSNs initi-

ted by the receiver with periodic beacons towards the intended

enders. These beacons inform the senders about readiness of re-

eiver to receive their responded packets. As soon as the senders

eceive these beacons, the transmission would instantly be started.

his protocol is based on the duty cycle adjustment and oppor-

unistic forwarding techniques to reach the ENO-MAX state (energy
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neutral state when harvesting energy fully compensate the con-

sumed energy keeping in view the performance) after which the

protocol claims to achieve an optimum performance level. Duty-

cycle can further be adjusted by two different methodologies; bea-

con period adjustment and sensing period adjustment. A node

with extra harvested energy can decrease either the beacon or

sensing interval (time between consecutive beacons or sensing op-

erations) and the deficient energy nodes can contrarily increase

either of these parameters based on the type of application and

its requirements. The node can further tune either of the intervals

in case of extreme energy shortage. Each node maintains a list of

relay nodes in opportunistic forwarding and sends the packet in-

stantly whenever it receives a beacon by the list members avoiding

the need of keep waiting for a particular receiver. 

Pros: 

ODMAC makes best use of the energy harvesting by duty-cycle

adjustment to achieve improved end-to-end delay and sensing re-

liability. Minimal energy is wasted on idle listening by employ-

ing opportunistic forwarding mechanism which helps the node for-

warding their packets as soon as possible. They define a new ap-

proach named binding mode where extreme low power nodes are

hard bound with the duty cycle of a particular node to further pre-

vent it going in dead state. 

Cons: 

The technique in ODMAC is based on the current information in

hand regarding system state and does not support smart decision

making based on future predictions for the adjustment of duty-

cycles. On the other hand, the newly introduced binding mode

in ODMAC requires having a complete information regarding the

duty-cycle of intended binding receiver that is not easily feasible

in EH-WSNs. 

4.2.3. Load & energy balancing MAC (LEB-MAC) 

LEB-MAC [81] is another receiver initiated protocol that informs

the senders by broadcasting a receiver beacon carrying the wake-

up schedule of receiving node. Keeping in view the information

just received by beacons, senders schedule their wake-ups a bit

prior to the wake-up schedule of their intended receiver. In the be-

ginning, senders do not have any concrete information about their

receivers but they have the ability to learn the schedules by subse-

quent transmissions. However, the maximum possible waiting time

(SL max ) for a sender to learn this information is application depen-

dent and the duty cycle adjustment always functions keeping in

view the residual energy level of the node. Fuzzy logic has been

proposed to formulate appropriate sleep intervals keeping in view

the energy level of the nodes. The collision scenarios have been di-

vided into two types; occurrence of a collision when none of col-

liding nodes have prior communication history with receiver and

collision where some senders have already communicated with the

receiver in past cycles. 

Pros: 

Each receiver maintains a list of its prospective senders in-

cluding those who have previously communicated with this re-

ceiver and it sends a dedicated beacon to the sender list if it

involves a second type of collision. If more than one colliding

sources are present in its senders list, the receiver would send a

beacon to schedule the next transmission based on the informa-

tion obtained from last cycles hence introducing a priority mech-

anism. Energy consumption is intelligent in LEB-MAC because of

the known wake-up scheduling of receivers. As the receivers serve

as senders for some other nodes so it smartly plays with the duty

cycle of other nodes keeping in view the energy level that would

end up towards achieving fairness and load balancing in a system. 

Cons: 

As the first time senders do not have any scheduling informa-

tion about their intended receivers so the amount of waiting time
n this case is non deterministic and they would have to wait for

ll the previous communicating senders to finish their communi-

ation before getting a transmission opportunity for them hence

hey may experience much longer delays in their first communi-

ation cycles leading towards slowing down the system. The is-

ue might be even more serious to be faced in dynamic networks

here the new senders are more probable without even having an

nergy prediction mechanism. 

.2.4. An energy-harvested receiver-initiated MAC (ERI-MAC) 

ERI-MAC [82] is another recently proposed receiver-initiated

AC protocol for EH-WSNs that basically uses CSMS/CA as a chan-

el access mechanism. It is quite similar to probabilistic polling

nd ODMAC schemes discussed above [73,80] in this section in

erms of fundamental operation in addition to its readily available

upport for large scale network conditions having realistic traffic

atterns. It comes up with a new dimension of super packet re-

ulted in merging various smaller packets together to reduce the

verhead incurred by separate headers for individual packets. This

rotocol makes use of the packet queuing technique to achieve En-

rgy Neutral Operation (ENO) state by delaying a packet for a safe

uration. Safe duration can be seen as the amount of time spent

y a packet in a (FIFO) data queue to ensure the residual energy

s always greater or equal to the consumed energy required during

acket transmission. 

Pros: 

The protocol offers a value feature of packet concatenation pre-

enting a concept of super packet where the primary purpose of

his long packet is to successfully reduce the header overhead in

ase of smaller packets. The novelty of ERI-MAC is its retransmis-

ion support (reasonably significant for EH-WSNs) in addition to

onventional contention handling that differentiates this protocol

rom the counterparts leading it to a step ahead towards achieving

oS in data critical applications. 

Cons: 

While attempting to reduce the header overhead by a super

acket, protocol may compromise the usefulness of this feature

ue to maximum size bound limitations by some radio platforms

such as IEEE 802.15.4 CC2420 [78] can maximum support 127

ytes of data packet). The protocol was evaluated on a real testbed

f 49 node grid in ERI-MAC and the performance can be com-

romised in the situations where the size of the network is non-

eterministic in the start of some applications due to higher dy-

amicity of a network. 

.2.5. In QoS-aware energy-efficient MAC (QAEE-MAC) 

QAEE-MAC [83] is another sender-initiated protocol with the

im of achieving QoS improvement that employs data priority

echanism where the packets with differentiated importance may

e transmitted faster than the normal data packets ensuring urgent

ommunication for critical applications. In this protocol, sender in-

icates the importance of its data through broadcasting a beacon

ust after waking up from sleep and waits for the receiver’s re-

ponse. Consequently, the receiver wakes up a bit earlier to col-

ects all beacons of this nature just to know the importance level

f each sender keeping in view the communication urgency. The

eceiver then prioritizes the list of senders and responds by broad-

asting a beacon containing the ID of the currently selected sender

etting him to transmit while all other nodes tune themselves to

o for sleep for the duration of this transmission to avoid interfer-

nce. 

Pros: 

The protocol offers a precise priority assignment mechanism

nd the receivers beacon in response not only broadcasts the

ew priority assignment decision but also acknowledges the previ-

usly accomplished communication similar to the functionality of
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RI-MAC that is perhaps a desperately needed feature for toady’s

SNs. Moreover, nodes keep track of their energy level while

cheduling their duty cycles in QAEE-MAC. 

Cons: 

The evaluation studies show that the protocol suffers in terms

f performance because it is experimented with only one receiver

nd few senders in a single-hop way and may experience long de-

ays in case of large scale network scenarios. Secondly, the priority

ssignment mechanism also causes significant energy consumption

n terms of idle listening at all the senders that may eventually

rove to be a bottleneck for such energy critical nodes who are

lready in a low energy situation and require to be handled with

reat caution. 

.2.6. Exponential decision based medium access control (ED-MAC) 

ED-MAC [84] is fundamentally based on residual energy of each

ndividual sensor node and tunes the adaptive duty-cycles for all

he sensor nodes individually. Just like DeepSleep [87] and EL-MAC

87] , it also employs two different kind of filters. In the first phase,

xponential MAC is solely based on the current state of residual

nergy of an individual node. The node is assumed sleeping in the

nitial stage. It wakes back and calculates its residual energy. This

cheme evaluates the slop of the decision graph to know the sta-

us of energy availability on each node by comparing it to different

reset energy levels (i.e. maximum residual energy (E max ), thresh-

ld residual energy (E th )). Then, it calculates the maximum off

ime (T dc ) for each individual node that dynamically increased or

ecreased depending on the residual energy. In the second phase,

his protocol takes in account the prospective residual energy that

 node is expected to harvest in a course of time. The off time

T dc ) of an individual node can be squeezed based on its estimate

f future energy availability. 

Pros: 

This protocol not only considers the current residual energy but

lso employs mechanism to estimate the future energy availability

t individual nodes. This prediction capability makes possible to

une the duty-cycles of individual sensor nodes dynamically. Con-

equently, it enables sensor nodes to maximize their performance

eeping in view not only the current residual energy but also the

nergy availability in future. It compares the various performance

etrics (e.g. end-to-end delay, average energy consumption and,

acket delivery ratio) with another static receiver-initiated MAC

rotocol supporting linear dynamic duty-cycle approach. Results

how that ED-MAC exhibits better energy utilization and manage-

ent as compared to its counterpart. 

Cons: 

The evaluation procedure shows that the protocol suffers in

erms of performance in multi-hop scenarios because it is exper-

mented on very small scale with a single-hop fashion and may

xperience long end-to-end delays in case of large scale network

cenarios. Secondly, every time a node wakes up, it compares its

esidual energy to different preset energy levels. If the residual en-

rgy remains lesser than a particular threshold, the node would

gain go to sleep. It causes the wastage of bandwidth, energy and

uty-cycle of individual nodes that may yield delays in the overall

ystem. Third, this kind of schemes are application dependent and

ehave differently for each topological structure. They do not fit

ell in the applications experiencing frequently changing network

opologies. 

.2.7. Synchronized wake-up interval MAC protocol (SyWiM) 

SyWiM [85] is another receiver initiated protocol proposed tar-

eting on two significant aspects; timing offset and clock drift to

mprove the overall QoS. Timing offset may occurs if the nodes

re deployed at different times during initialization or resynchro-

ization phases while clock drift refers to the frequency deviation
f local oscillator. SyWiM employs solar panels as the source of

enewable energy assuming sun light during the sunny day and

ight bulbs in the indoor environment at night times or during

loudy days with 24 h periodic pattern. In SyWiM, whenever a

ode has data, it waits for the wake-up beacon from the associ-

ted receiver. As soon as the beacon is received, it transmits the

ata after clear channel assessment and calculation before trans-

ission operations. The receiver may confirm the receipt of this

acket by sending an acknowledgement back to the sender before

oing to sleep. Due to the difference in timing offset, the first com-

unication between nodes incurs long idle listening intervals that

re reduced to normal interval from the next communication after

he first communication has successfully been taken place. During

he second time, the transmitter is able to find out the exact tim-

ng offset and accordingly updates the next wake-up interval. Sim-

larly, the next wake-up deals with the clock drift after resolving

iming offset. For this purpose, the transmitter wakes up an in-

erval p prior to the wake-up schedule of its receiver to maintain

ynchronization where p is equal to the maximum possible clock

rift between the nodes. 

Pros: 

SyWiM successfully improves many QoS parameters (like data

ate, latency, energy consumption). The experimental setup of

yWiM not only involves simulation platforms but the authors

lso validate their proposal with real WSN hardware platforms

onsidering PowWow [86] as the potential candidate. Moreover,

yWiM adopts super capacitors as storage mechanism that exhibit

ncreased number of recharge cycles up to 50 0,0 0 0 as compared

o conventional battery powered solutions [85] which also con-

ributes towards prolonging the battery life of sensor nodes. 

Cons: 

Although, SyWiM improves many QoS metrics but the authors

85] exhibit the usefulness of their proposal considering a network

ize of up to 50 nodes only. In case of large deployments, the per-

ormance may severely be affected. Moreover, three different en-

rgy harvesting profiles are considered that are randomly selected

mong the pool without any mechanism that may not be suitable

n some scenarios where the amount of energy in hand may not

e equal to or less than the amount of harvesting energy (selected

arvesting profile) assumed for supporting the continuous opera-

ion. 

.3. Sender-initiated asynchronous protocols 

.3.1. DeepSleep; an 802.11 extension for EH-M2M 

DeepSleep [87] can be seen as an extension to IEEE 802.11 Power

aving Mode (PSM) [88] specifically designed for Energy Harvest-

ng Machine-to-Machine (EH-M2M) communication with the mere

rovision to support large scale EH sensor networks compared to

ther variety of protocols present in this area. The MAC protocol

esign considerations for M2M communication are quite similar to

SNs hence, many proposed schemes for M2M are stimulated by

SNs. In 802.11 PSM [88] , time can be seen in terms of beacon in-

ervals that are further divided into Ad-hoc Traffic Indication Map

ATIM) window and transmission intervals. If a node has some data

estined for another intended destination, it first exchanges a pair

f ATIM packets (request and acknowledgement) with correspond-

ng next hop and all other devices switch to sleep mode except this

air of nodes woken-up for rest of the beacon interval. The devices

oing below a particular energy threshold will observe DeepSleep

o save energy at hand and to harvest sufficient amount of energy

or future operations. This protocol further introduces another fil-

er approach named Controlled Access in which newly woken-up

evices from DeepSleep would further compete with peer nodes

o reduce the number participating in the contention process. It
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further enhances the chance of participating devices to fairly get a

transmission opportunity. 

Pros: 

The primary advantage brought by these techniques may be

the reduction of number of active nodes participating in the con-

tention leaving the rest of nodes in better (lower) contention sit-

uation. The devices woken back from sleep in result of applying

both of these mechanisms are assigned a shorter contention win-

dow for the sole purpose of prioritization of nodes to get the chan-

nel sooner. Consequently, it may lead to a reduction in collisions,

overhearing and idle listening. 

Cons: 

The probability to go back to sleep for all the nodes in con-

trolled access is equal including those that have just woken back

after DeepSleep. Although the protocol favors the newly awoken

devices by assigning a shorter contention window to enable them

avoiding a longer contention before transmission but it is equally

likely that a node would be forced to go DeepSleep even if it has

just woken back. These forced slept nodes would again harvest

more energy even if they already had sufficient amount of energy

for their prospective transmissions. This phenomenon would starve

the nodes with higher energy level for fair channel access in com-

parison to other contending nodes within the system. 

4.3.2. Energy level based MAC (EL-MAC) 

EL-MAC [89] is another sender initiated MAC protocol presented

for Energy Harvesting Secondary Users (EH-SUs) in Cognitive Ra-

dio Sensor Networks (CRSN). The operation in CRSN is performed

based on the exploitation of spectrum holes during the utilization

period of Primary Users (PUs) without interfering the ongoing pro-

cess initiated by PUs. EL-MAC takes a whole super frame as a com-

bination of sensing, contention and transmission periods. If an SU

finds the channel busy during sensing period, it immediately goes

to sleep, otherwise, it further proceeds to take part in the con-

tention period. If the contention is successful based on the Differ-

entiated Access Probability (DAP), it enters in transmission period

to go ahead with the transmission leaving behind other contenting

nodes. This protocol uses CSMA/CA as a channel access method in

addition to Differentiated Access Probability (DAP) and Differentiated

Contention Window (DCW) ; two newly introduced filters. SUs com-

pute their DAP which is supposed to be inversely proportional to

their current energy levels turning some users to sleep mode. The

second filter (DCW) is applied to existing nodes to further enhance

the probability of medium access for low energy nodes switching

few more nodes on sleep. 

Pros: 

As EL-MAC forces some nodes going to sleep based on their

residual energy so it successfully enhances the contention level for

the rest of the nodes leaving them fewer in numbers. EL-MAC pro-

vides special provision to low energy nodes to best utilize their

residual energy and ensures the minimum amount of energy is

wasted during contention and idle listening if a low energy node

has packets for transmission. It further offers the energy saving for

high energy nodes turning them to sleep even if they have suffi-

cient energy level, they may harvest a bit more energy instead of

wasting their own. 

Cons: 

The mechanisms employed by EL-MAC always pushes the high-

energy nodes out of contention hence they are switched on sleep

mode not only to save some energy but to harvest an additional

amount of energy. Consequently, these nodes always remain high

energy nodes that may eliminate their chances for accessing the

medium for their own transmissions and they may never get the

transmission opportunity being in high energy level. Moreover, as

mentioned in ODMAC [80] and DeepSleep [87] , this protocol is

also intended for single-hop WSNs where the destination is one
op away. But in multi-hop WSNs, one may not be sure about the

ransmission success because of not having the current state of the

ntended receiver. 

.3.3. Solar energy harvesting energy efficient MAC (SEHEE-MAC) 

SEHEE-MAC [90] assumes solar energy as the renewable source

nd introduces the notion of slotted preamble technique to control

he radio over a sensor node. It can save the significant amount

f energy by reducing the duty-cycle of individual sensor nodes

ased on their energy status and switching the low energy nodes

n sleep mode. A sender initiates the process by sensing the chan-

el employing CSMA type basic mechanism. If the channel is idle,

t keeps on sending the slotted preamble unless all the neigh-

oring nodes turn on and receive the preamble for at least once.

he intended receiver would acknowledge back with a request to

end the full packet back to the sender. As soon as the sender

eceive the full packet request, all the other nodes turn off their

adio switching themselves to sleep mode while sender success-

ully transmits full packet. After each successful transmission, the

esidual energy of sending node is compared to minimum energy

hreshold. It increases the slotted preamble interval if the thresh-

ld is reached or keeps on sending the full packets otherwise. The

ode would calculate its back-off interval if it senses a busy chan-

el unless it reaches the maximum back-off limit. 

Pros: 

Unlike conventional preamble techniques, SEHEE-MAC employs

lotted preamble technique to control the radio activities of a sen-

or node which helps to save an adequate amount of energy. A

olar based energy harvesting system is also studied along with

his MAC approach conforming to the energy requirement imposed

y habitat monitoring applications. An analytical energy model is

lso proposed to evaluate the precise energy requirement in case

f both energy harvesting and battery-operated WSN for different

raffic conditions. 

Cons: 

In an attempt to reduce the energy consumption, SEHEE-MAC

ndergoes some serious limitations. The neighboring nodes turn

heir radios on just after the reception of preamble and keep on

istening until they receive acknowledgment by a receiver with

ull packet request which causes idle listening. Moreover, SEHEE-

AC is also topology specific and does not fit well in the appli-

ations with frequently changing topologies. The evaluation pro-

edure shows that this protocol was compared with other non-

nergy harvesting protocols instead of a logical comparison with

he similar counterparts. 

.3.4. A radio frequency based MAC for wireless energy harvesting in 

SN (RF-MAC) 

RF-MAC [91] strives to identify how different factors (such as

lacement, selected frequency range and, the number of RF energy

ransmitters) impact the charging time through ambient RF energy.

hese factors are considered while designing RF-MAC which not

nly minimizes data transmission disruption but also optimizes the

nergy delivery to the nodes. The sending node undergoes channel

ensing employing fundamental CSMA access technique and waits

or DIFS amount of time. Here, it is important to note that DIFS

s defined separately in RF-MAC for both data and energy trans-

er. Sensor nodes with higher energy harvesting rates have shorter

harging durations. Sensors with greater residual energy are as-

igned a higher priority for the data transmission yielding opti-

al network lifetime. Similarly, RF-MAC introduces the notion of

daptive back-off period where the nodes with greater residual en-

rgy experience the shorter back-off time as compared to low en-

rgy nodes. The contention window is randomly selected for the

ata exchange between a range of minimum and current window

alues. This selection of contention window is independent of the
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esidual energy of the sensor nodes which helps to prevent Con-

oy Effect (preventing nodes with higher residual energy to always

ccupy the channel that puts all the lower energy nodes on wait). 

Pros: 

RF-MAC not only deals with the energy harvesting and MAC

esign but also emphasizes on wireless energy transfer employ-

ng the idea of collaborative beam forming of distributed trans-

itters on the top of IEEE 802.15.4 mechanism [78] . It also at-

empts to optimize the power output employing high-frequency

ignals with different phases in order to improve the energy ef-

ciency. Furthermore, this scheme is not only evaluated employ-

ng real testbeds (i.e. MoCA2) but it also justifies the performance

omparison through simulations [91] . 

Cons: 

In an attempt to optimize the power output using high-

requency signals with different phases, time synchronization for

igh-frequency signals may always be a challenge in this kind of

rotocols. Moreover, the scheme is evaluated in comparison with

wo different approaches. One of them is modified CSMA which is

ctually a non-energy harvesting approach hence inappropriate for

he evaluation. 

. Open issues, challenges, lessons learned and future research 

irections 

Each protocol discussed so far was aimed at catering to one or

wo specific aspects bearing a clear set of advantages and disad-

antages. Different application requirements and design consider-

tions were also taken into account. Summary of the techniques

sed by these protocols to make them compatible for EH-WSNs

s presented in Table 3 . The hop count and validation method for

ach energy harvesting MAC protocol have also been indicated af-

er a detailed study on the protocols. Nevertheless, all the proto-

ols (discussed in the Section 4 ) experience several critical issues

f general nature in addition to their individual pros and cons. This

mmediately translates to a new set of challenges and opportuni-

ies that will be explored in this section. 

To draw a general comparison, the most relevant key perfor-

ance indicators (KPIs) have been identified in Table 4 for all the

rotocols analyzed in Section 4 . Here, it is pertinent to note that

he significance of each individual KPI depends on the type of WSN

pplication. For example, some applications like fire detection may

ate latency as the most critical KPI as compared to energy utiliza-

ion. Similarly, fairness may be the first choice to consider in some

pplications with bandwidth constrained wireless links. Hence, the

hoice of optimization for certain KPIs is challenging and is a mat-

er of tradeoff between most critical KPIs based on the underlying

pplication. 

According to the literature review presented so far, fairness is

ne of the primary KPI (mentioned in Table 4 ) in EH-WSNs. In fact,

t is still challenging in WSNs to ensure a fair share of the total

andwidth of the system to the different nodes in order to pursue

oad balancing and extend network lifetime. Secondly, certain ap-

lications in WSNs may be required to achieve guaranteed data de-

ivery due to application critical data frames and it may not always

e possible for EH-WSNs because of the non-availability of an ac-

ive sending node due to its duty-cycle expiry hence it would im-

ose a new design goal. A well-designed transport protocol is also

ne of the challenging design consideration to regulate the data

ow irrespective of the location of the node within the network. 

Most of the protocols analyzed in Section 4 were proposed to

ptimize QoS while exploiting the presence of renewable energy.

ence, the mere focus of these protocols was to target the KPIs like

hroughput and delay optimization instead of energy saving oper-

tions and they have been quite successful to improve through-

ut of the system except [84] . Similarly, most of them are suitable
or the delay critical applications except [79,83,90] that incur rela-

ively higher delays as compared to their counterparts as shown in

able 4 . 

Energy and data buffers on individual nodes are assumed to be

f infinite capacity for the sake of simplicity while designing en-

rgy harvesting systems. Similarly, the initial channel conditions

re assumed to be of perfect synchronization for simpler experi-

ental set-ups. Furthermore, the only energy consumption source

n most of the harvesting models discussed in [92] is assumed

o be data transmission, ignoring all other energy consuming pro-

esses. This kind of assumptions are unrealistic while modeling en-

rgy harvesting systems and future works should consider these

hortcomings while modeling the energy harvesting environments.

Despite being most significant and desperately needed design

onsideration, only MAC protocol is not enough for a desired per-

ormance level in EH-WSNs. Routing protocols are also considera-

ion candidate as in multi-hop WSNs, it is difficult to predict the

aking time of the next possible hop for a communication. It may

rove to be an even worse scenario if the next hop has depleted

he whole energy during the last cycle. Consequently, it would lose

he time stamp for the next wake-up and only SyWiM [86] em-

loys mechanism to resynchronize the time stamp. Hence, it would

o more be a good choice to wait an unlimited amount of time

or that neighbor to be woken back for all other protocols men-

ioned in Table 4 . Broadcasting and opportunistic forwarding may

hen be useful approaches to be adopted with a mechanism to

ope the problem of receiving duplicate frames if multiple neigh-

ors are active and ready for reception so that the harvested en-

rgy is not wasted. On the other hand, when there are not enough

odes woken-up to serve as a next hop, then delay-tolerant net-

ork (DTN) techniques [93] may prove to be useful to play their

arts effectively to forward the data to the best possible hop to-

ards destination. 

In a typical MAC protocol, bulk of proposals have already been

ormulated [11–24] for conventional WSNs to achieve longer bat-

ery life. It is inevitable for EH-WSN based MAC design to first

ighlight the possible source of energy wastage (including differ-

nt energy leaks depending on harvesting technology) and then

educe new mechanisms to efficiently utilize the energy at hand

e.g. seamless synchrony of sleep and wake-up schedules). It is to

ote that contention-based CSMA/CA has been prominently cho-

en as basic approach for many MAC protocols customized for EH-

SNs in [73–76,79–91] because of its simple, yet comprehensive

echanism for traditional WSNs with the addition to one or mul-

iple techniques presented in Table 3 . Moreover, another important

tudy is presented in [88,94] depicting the effectiveness of unslot-

ed CSMA/CA against the slotted one where most of the energy is

onsumed in slot synchronization. 

Almost all the protocols customized for EH-WSNs (discussed

horoughly in Section 4 ) refer to a single harvesting technology

e.g. solar, wind or vibrational) because of the unique complexi-

ies and trade-offs involved in each technology. Therefore, energy

odel for each harvesting technology is protocol specific and is

ifferent because of different time and environment. Hence, there

s not even a single protocol available to perform well with multi-

le (or even more than one) harvesting technologies. 

Validation method is another important aspect that clearly

dvocates the superiority of one type of protocol over another.

able 4 highlights the validation method used for each of the pro-

ocols discussed in [73–76,79–91] and all of them have been com-

ared against a single or multiple traditional (non-energy harvest-

ng) MAC protocol which does not clearly argue the legitimacy

f the evaluation procedure. For an accurate simulation setup to

valuate MAC protocols in EH-WSNs, it is significant to establish

 common simulation framework and compare each special MAC

rotocol against similar other protocols for EH-WSN employing
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Table 3 

Summary of the MAC protocol techniques customized for EH-WSNs. 

Technique Description Protocols 

Contention probability 

adjustment 

Adjusting the Probability of Packet Transmission based on the energy harvesting rates and/or the 

number of active nodes. 

√ 

Prob. Polling SH [73] √ 

MTPP [74] √ 

Prob. Polling MH [79] 

Duty- cycle adjustment Adjusting the duty cycle of the nodes based on their energy levels √ 

RF-AASP [75] √ 

AH-MAC [76] √ 

ODMAC [80] √ 

LEB-MAC [81] √ 

ERI-MAC [82] √ 

QAEE-MAC [83] √ 

SyWiM [86] √ 

SEHEE-MAC [90] √ 

RF-MAC [91] 

Load balancing Distributing the load among nodes based on their energy levels √ 

AH-MAC [76] √ 

ODMAC [80] √ 

LEB-MAC [81] 

Energy-aware deep 

sleeping 

Letting the low-energy devices go to deep sleep so they can harvest enough energy for future 

transmission 

√ 

ED-MAC [84] √ 

DeepSleep [87] √ 

SEHEE-MAC [90] 

Contention Reduction Forcing some devices going to sleep and leave the contention √ 

RF-AASP [75] √ 

ERI-MAC [82] √ 

ED-MAC [84] √ 

DeepSleep [87] √ 

EL-MAC [89] 

Differentiated 

contention window 

Assigning different contention windows to different nodes to prioritize some of them over the 

others 

√ 

RF-AASP [75] √ 

ERI-MAC [82] √ 

QAEE-MAC [83] √ 

DeepSleep [87] √ 

EL-MAC [89] √ 

RF-MAC [91] 

Wake-up time 

awareness 

Incorporating the next wake-up schedule in the beacon to inform potential senders about when 

the beacon transmission will take place 

√ 

LEB-MAC [81] √ 

QAEE-MAC [83] √ 

SyWiM [86] 

Table 4 

Comparison of performance level of protocols based on important performance indicators. 

Protocol Throughput Latency Scalability Fairness Energy utilization Single/Multihop Validation method 

Prob. polling-SH [73] High Moderate Moderate High High SH Analytical Model 

MTPP [74] High Low Moderate Moderate High MH Real Testbeds 

RF-AASP [75] High Moderate Low High Moderate SH Analytical Model + Simulation 

AH-MAC [76] High Moderate Moderate High Low MH NS-2 Simulation 

Prob. polling-MH [79] High High High High Low MH QualNet Simulation 

ODMAC [80] Moderate Low Low Moderate Moderate MH OPNET Simulation 

LEB-MAC [81] Moderate Low Low Moderate Moderate MH Qualnet Simulation 

ERI-MAC [82] High Low High Moderate Moderate MH NS-2 Simulation 

QAEE-MAC [83] High High Moderate High High SH Analytical Model + Simulation 

ED-MAC [84] Low Low Low High Moderate SH NS-2 Simulation 

SyWiM [86] High Low Moderate High Low MH Real Testbeds + Simulation 

DeepSleep [87] High Moderate High High Low SH NS-2 Simulation 

EL-MAC [89] High Moderate Moderate Low Low SH Analytical Model 

SEHEE-MAC [90] Moderate High Moderate High Low SH Analytical Model + Testbeds 

RF-MAC [91] High Low Moderate High Moderate SH Real Testbeds + Simulation 
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this framework. For example, precise energy model can be imple-

mented and incorporated to a network simulator to evaluate these

special protocols for EH-WSN that may exhibit more logical evalu-

ation characteristics for this class of protocols. 

Moreover, most of energy harvesting MAC protocols are eval-

uated based on simulation setups. There may be a possibility

to compromise on several unrealistic assumptions in simulation

methods that can be avoided by employing real test-beds. Devis-

ing a mechanism for practical implementation of these protocols

on the real test-beds can be a challenging task. There may be sev-
ral open issues (e.g. resource allocation and management) while

ractically implementing the set of protocols on the actual sensor

ardware. Therefore, practical implementation and testing of more

nergy harvesting MAC protocols would significantly influence the

erformance metrics. 

There are separate MAC protocols for special types of energy

arvesting sensor network applications (e.g. Body Area Networks

95] , Multimedia Sensor Networks [96] , Underwater Sensor Net-

orks [97] and, Cognitive Radio Sensor Networks [98] ) deserving

pecial attention. MAC protocols for all these applications intend to
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chieve different design goals. Therefore, no single energy harvest-

ng MAC protocol can serve more than one type of special applica-

ions because of diverse nature of application scenarios. It evolves

he need for a special MAC protocol intended to serve each of the

pplications of sensor networks with respect to energy harvesting

onstraints. There exists an opportunity to study MAC protocols

argeting special applications of wireless sensor networks keeping

n view the design implications of harvesting systems. 

Majority of the protocols proposed for EH-WSNs employ duty-

ycle adjustment and differentiated contention window schemes

ith some of them focusing on contention reduction method.

hese techniques are effective for a MAC protocol aiming to

chieve low energy consumption but, on the other hand, more

hrinking the duty-cycle and frequent switching between active

nd sleep modes may also severely influence the performance level

f individual nodes. Hence, there exists a thin line between low

nergy utilization and optimum performance level that should be

aken care while designing MAC for EH-WSNs. 

The present can be seen as the era of transition from ‘Internet

f People’ to ‘Internet of Things’(IoT) and this evolution is supposed

o be on its peak until 2020 when there may be 50 billion ob-

ects connected to the internet according to a report published by

ISCO [99] . In addition to their significance as popular standalone

etworks, WSNs are supposed to be an integral part of ongoing

ave of IoT to make them suitable for a range of M2M applications

100] . Compatibility of these MAC protocols for IoT deployments is

nother challenge. Among the analyzed protocols customized for

H-WSNs, some of them (e.g. [82,87] ) can also be considered for

 bulk of future IoT use-cases unless they offer scalability for large

cale deployments along with low energy utilization. They can be

tudied further for their deployments towards energy harvesting-

oT networks. 

. Conclusion 

Preserving couple of decades of rich history, Wireless Sensor

etworks (WSNs) do still exist among the top niche of most widely

eployed wireless technologies of the age because of their un-

atchable characteristics in comparison to other counterparts. The

mergence of energy scavenging mechanisms gave birth to a va-

iety of new horizons of WSNs enabling them to be deployed for

 huge number of energy critical scenarios and applications. This

romising combination led the research towards a new set of chal-

enges and tradeoffs to be compromised for achieving each design

oal (e.g. either longer life time or better performance). This pa-

er presents a comprehensive review on the current state-of-the-

rt of this incredible combination keeping in view a set of limi-

ations towards general design considerations. We first discuss the

atest research trends towards energy harvesting area covering var-

ous energy scavenging technologies widely used for this combina-

ion, energy harvesting architecture, and possible design alterna-

ives significant to this combination. We then elaborate the need

or special MAC protocols for EH-WSN. Eventually, we analyze a

ange of special MAC protocols presented in the literature for EH-

SN along with their pros and cons of this combination towards

chieving an optimal design. 

Optimum energy utilization is still one of the fundamental goals

f EH-WSN because of the difference between harvesting and con-

umption rate. It is worth mentioning that only few of the pro-

osed MAC protocols for EH-WSN exhibit efficient energy utiliza-

ion in true sense as shown in Table 4 . Furthermore, most of the

rotocols proposed in this area do not seem to be focusing on

inimizing the energy utilization when striving to achieve other

erformance metrics (e.g. throughput). Most of them do not even

valuate their performance in terms of energy utilization. Further-

ore, QoS achievement has also been challenging for this class of
rotocols. Most of the protocols targeting QoS parameters still suf-

er with respect to other criteria (such as end-to-end delay and en-

rgy utilization). Moreover, performance evaluation of these proto-

ols through the widespread implementation on real hardware is

eriously lacking and there exists a need to evolve more energy

arvesting WSN systems employing MAC protocols on top of them

or the real-time performance evaluation. 

We argue that there are several strongly-coupled factors to be

onsidered while talking about an optimal MAC design for the EH-

SNs and considering only a single set of limitations for each side

e.g. either WSNs or Energy Harvesting) is never enough towards

chieving a satisfactory performance level. This study was aimed

t providing a clear roadmap for new researchers to step ahead in

esign considerations and challenges of this area. 
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